In this paper, the concept that adds the interior nodes of the Lagrange elements to the serendipity elements is described and a family of enriched elements is presented to improve the accuracy of finite element analysis. By the use of the static condensation technique at the element level, the extra computation time in using the.se elements can be ignored. Thee-dimensional elastic problems are used as examples in this paper. The numerical results show that these enriched elements are more accurate than the traditional serendipity elements. The convergence rate of the enriched elements is the same as the traditional serendipity elements. In the numerical example, the error norm of the first order enriched elements can be reduced when compared with the use of the traditional serendipity element, but the computation time is increased a little. The use of enriched second and third order hexahedral elements does not only improve accuracy, but also saves the computation time for solving the system of equations, when the precondition conjugate gradient method is used to solve the system of equations. The saving of computation time is due to the decrease in the number of iteration for the iteration method.
INTRODUCTION
The selection and use of elements is very important in finite element analysis, affecting boã ccuracy and computation time. Finite element methodology has been employing Lagrange elements and Serendipity elements for three decades. However, the research for improvements in computational speed and accuracy has continued. In the 1970's, Herrmann [1] presented a two-dimensional incompatible element and evaluated its efficiency. In the same decade Wilson et al [2] presented the incompatible models method, aiming to improve the behavior of elements in bending situations. Wilson's method was later improved by Taylor [3] . Many people adopted Taylor's method, and modifications soon followed. Chen [4] applied Taylor's method to solve the axisymmetric solid problem. Taiebatt5] .extende-d-the· idea topfoduce threedlmensional tlOn-COmonn elements and de Sousa et al [6] recommended low order elements for three-dimensional analysis.
The use and improvement of higher order elements is another way to improve the accuracy of finite element analysis. Rathod et al [7, 8] derived the interpolation polynomials for the general serendipity elements that allow arbitrarily placed nodes along edges. Celia [9] showed that side nodes positioned at the same relative distance from comer nodes in both local and global space and interior nodes positioned so that they don't affect the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation provide improved accuracy over nodes positioned locally without regard for the global configuration. Universal serendipity elements [10, 11] defined as isoparametric elements at element edges in an arbitrary manner is another application. Kikuchi [12] d~veloped a general principle to derive 8-node elements by eliminating the interior node of a 9-node element with all the Cartesian quadratic polynomials preserved.
Adding bubble functions can also greatly improve element performance. A bubble function is defmed as a function that disappears along the element boundaries. Accordingly, the inter-element compatibility requirements for displacement are maintained for the element, and the bubble function parameters can be eliminated at the element level by static condensation and can be recovered for subsequent calculations [13] . Bubble functions have been introduced to construct plate element models [14, 15, 16, 17] . For example, Pinsky and Jasti [14] developed four-node and nine-node plate bending elements that .incorporated bubble function displacements. Kemp et al [16] used the bubble function displacements to develop a four-node solid shell element based on'the assumed strain formulation and verified that the bubble function displacement alleviates sensitivity to mesh distortion as well as element locking. On the other hand, bubble functions are employed to solve advection-diffusion problems by Brezzi, Franca and Farhat [18, 19, 20, 21] and are shown to help in stabilizing the advective operator without recourse to upwinding or any other numerical strategy. Furthermore, the limitation of bubble functions is discussed by Franca [22] and error analysis of residual-free bubbles is discussed by Brezzi [23] and Sanglli [24] .However, the introduction of the higher order bubble functions may result in element models that require a higher-order numerical integration rule for the element stiffness matrix. Therefore accuracy and computation time must be considered when we evaluate the performance of the elements.
The goal of this paper is to derive a family of enriched hexahedral elements that improve the accuracy of serendipity elements and do not increase computation time. To do so, the interior nodes of Lagrange elements are added to serendipity elements and then the polynomial order of the shape functions is increased to improve accuracy. In the finite element calculation process, static condensation is used to reduce the degree of freedom at interior nodes. Since static condensation is performed at the element level, only a small increase in computation time is needed.
The shape functions ofthe enriched hexahedral elements are derived in Section 2. Subparametric formulation and static condensation of the enriched elements are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, three-dimensional elastic problems are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed elements. Conclusions are provided in Section 5.
FORMULATION OF THE ENRICHED HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENTS
In this paper, a nodal based basis is constructed by adding the interior nodes of Lagrange basis to a serendipity basis. The serendipity basis is then corrected so that the Kronecker delta property is satisfied at the interior nodes, and a family of enriched elements is presented.
We use the notation N?) to indicate the shape function that corresponds to the i-th node of the Lagrange element. After the numbers of all edge nodes are assigned, the interior nodes are assigned in turn. On the other hand, serendipity elements have no interior nodes. In this methodology the notation N{S) is used to indicate the shape. function which corresponds to the i-th node of the serendipity element.
For the general case of an n-th order enriched element, we combine the n-th order serendipity elements with the interior nodes of the m-th order Lagrange element. This method can provide higher order shape functions for the interior oflower order serendipity elements.
We need to keep the relation N j t~j' 17j' q j ) =bij for every shape function withiri the element, so the serendipity shape functions corresponding to the edge nodes must be modified. The enriched element, designated nSmL, is derived by combining the n-th order serendipity element and the interior nodes ofm-th order Lagrange element (m;:::2). The n-th order serendipity elements have 12n-4 nodes For example, the shape functions of the IS2L element can be derived using above definition and these shape function are shown as follows (10) Transactions ofthe CSME/de la SCGM Vol. 30, No.4, 2006 It will be seen that the use of N 9 (q, 1],~) improves the accuracy of the element. Because the shape function of the lS2L element interior node vanishes on all edge sides, the lS2L element is conforming.
SUBPARAMETRIC FORMULATION AND STATIC CONDENSATION
Since the two methods, which are subparametric formulation and static condensation, regulate the implementation of the nSmL element, the nSmL element is easily added into an existing finite element code by programmers. That employs the shape functions of the n-th serendipity element to apPl"Q:lQma:t~the geometry so th~pl:!rticular mesh gener;iti~1).j&unnecessary, and this. condenses· the interior degree of freedom so the element coefficient matrix can be reduced at the element level. Therefore, we will describe the two methods in this section.
Subparametric formulation
The dependent variable u is approximated in the nSmL element by the expression (11) Because the shape functions of the nSmL element interior nodes vanish at the element's edges, the shape functions at the element's edges are the same as the character of the n-th order serendipity element. The shape functions of the n-th serendipity element can be employed to approximate the geometry. Therefore, we can use the following formulation to approximate the geometry of the three dimensional nSmL elements as
Where the (Xi' Yi' Zi) is the location of the i-th node in the edge.
This kind of formulation is called a subparametric formulation in which the geometry is represented by lower order elements than those used to approximate the dependent variables. By the subparametric formulation, the coordinates of the interior nodes of the enriched element are not needed, so it is easy to implement nSmL elements in existing finite element code which use serendipity elements. Therefore, the particular mesh generation is unnecessary.
If the interior nodes are necessary and the isoparametric formulation must be employed in some situations, for example a large deformation problem, the locations of the interior nodes can be calculated by the shape functions of the n-the order serendipity shown in the following equations after the edge nodes have been generated.
Where the (X j ,Yj ,Zj ) is the location of the j-the interior node and the (Xi' Yi ,Zi ) is the location of the i-thnode at the edge. And the (fj,17j'fj) is the location of (6m 2 -12n + 6 + j) -th node of the m-th order Lagrange element in the master coordinate. So the interior nodes of the nSmL element can easily be inserted to approximate the geometry.
Static condensation
The degrees of freedom of an nSmL element can be classified into two groups. Those that are not connected to the freedoms of another element are named "interior freedoms" and those that are connected to at least one other element are named "edge freedoms." :For example, when the IS2L element is used in tliefmite element model, the element coeffiCient matrix~arid the element loading vector Fe of the element e are 9 9 Because the interior freedoms of the element e are not coupled with the other elements, the entries of the row and column that correspond to the interior freedoms of element e are not used in the algorithm for the following assembly procedure. If we use the Gaussian elimination method to solve the system of equations, we choose K;9 as the pivot. Only the entries, which are connected with the other elements, are modified, while the other entries remain unchanged. Therefore we use the interior freedoms to do the Gaussian elimination procedure called static condensation in the element level. After the edge freedoms are assembled and solved, we get the interior freedom by (20) which is also done at the element level.
In general, all the interior freedoms can be made invisible to the user by applying a small dose of static condensation. The element coefficient matrix can be reduced at the element level and divided into several partitions
F; (21) where u e is the undetermined variables vector of the edge nodes and u i is the undetermined variables vector of the interior nodes. K ee , Kei' K ie and Kjjare submatrices. Because the interior nodes have no relation with other elements, we can let where K ee = K ee -KeiKi~lKie and Fe = Fe -KeiKi~lF; coefficient matrix and force. After u e is solved, we get u i as (22) are assembled to the global (23) Therefore we can see that Gaussian elimination is used to produce the K ee and Fe' then store the parts Ki~lF; and Ki~lKie which are needed to solve U i .
In the coefficient matrix K ee =K ee -KeiKi~lKie it can be seen that K ee applies partial factorization and this procedure can be regarded as a preconditioner [25] . Notably, this preconditioner is applied directly to the entities of the coefficient matrix, so the procedure for solving the system of equations can be applied to another preconditioner if the precondition conjugate gradient method is used. Therefore, in the following numerical experiment, the enriched elements, static condensation and precondition conjugate gradient method cooperate in the finite element analysis procedure.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
. Elastic problems are considered in this section to verify the efficiency and accuracy of the enriched elements. The c++ program to solve these examples is compiled with Microsoft Visual c++ 6.0 and the operating system is Windows XP with SP2. All the computational work is carried out on a PC running Pentium4 1.6GHz with 512 MB RAM and IDE-ATA100 hard disk. The isotropic material is used in the numerical examples. First we test which formulae of Gauss-Legendre quadrature for the enriched elements are applicable in the analytic procedure. Then we evaluate the error norm and the computation time for those proposed elements. The precondition conjugate gradient method (pCG) is used to solve the system of equations and the converged tolerance of PCG iteration is 10-8 • After comparing different preconditioners, the SSOR preconditioner [26] is used in the following numerical examples.
We will compare the performance of the serendipity elements (herein designated IS, 2S and 3S), Lagrange elements (herein designated 2L and 3L) and the enriched elements (herein designated IS2L, IS3L, 2S2L, ZS3L, 3S2L, 3S3L and 3S4L) used in finite element analysis. The diagrams of the proposed elements are shown in Table 1 . 
MacNeal and Harder's test problems A curved cantilever beam loaded with an in-plane shear load, which is described by MacNeal and Harder [27] , is considered ( Figure 1 ) and is solved using the proposed elements. In this section, we also check which formulae of Gauss-Legendre quadrature should be used when using the proposed elements. Different Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulae (herein including I-point,8-point, 27-point and 64-point formulae) are adopted in the following numerical testing. Comparison is also made with the Solid45 element and Solid95 element of ANSYS 9.0. The Solid45 element is an eight-node brick element and the excluded extra displacement shapes formula as well as the included extra displacement shapes formula are considered in the numerical experiments. The Solid95 element is a twenty-node brick element but uses a peculiar 14-point integration rule.
The elements are tested for its principal deformation modes under curved geometry. Normalized tip deflections' with respect to theoretical values are shown in Table 2 . The iteration count for precondition conjugate gradient method is listed in the parenthesis and the symbol X means that the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula cannot be used for the targeted element because a serious error occurred. The performances ofthe proposed elements are comparable with those of the other elements. All the third order elements predict a very accurate solution. The 2S3L shows a more accurate solution than the other second order element in the curved beam test when using the 27-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. In the cases of the first order elements, we find that the IS element shows its inability to represent the bending state and the IS2L and IS3L elements also present the same deficiency. Although the Solid45 element included extra displacement shapes is able to represent the bending state in the regular and parallelogram shape mesh, it is incapable in the trapezoidal shape mesh [27] . A unit-shear force F is applied at the tip.
Transactions ofthe CSME/de la SCGM Vol. 30, No. 4, 2006 However, when both accuracy and efficiency is considered, we should select the lowest and most usable formula in order to save computation time. The IS and IS2L elements should adopt the 8-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula, but the IS3L element should adopt the 27-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. All the second order elements should adopt the 27-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. In the third order elements, 3L and 3S4L elements should adopt the 64-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula and the others should adopt the 27-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. 
An elastic problem that is devised an exact solution
A small deformation field is assumed for the region bounded by 0::;:; x ::;:; 1, 0::;:; y ::;:; 1 and o: : ; : ; z : : ; : ; 1. The geometry is a unit block that is fixed to the entire boundary and a body force that is derived from a designed analytic solution is applied to the block. The exact solutions of the displacement field are sine functions of the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), shown as u =V = W=0.001 XSin(7lX) Xsin(ny) Xsin(nz) (24) U, v and w are displacement functions in the x, y and z directions. These. displacement fields satisfy the condition that the Jacobian is positive in the field. When the deformation functions are substituted into the equations of stress-strain and strain-deformation, the stress components are O"x =0.001 *n*[C 12 *sin(.nx)*cos(;ry + nz) + C ll *cos(.nx) *sin(ny) * sin(nz)] (25) 0"y = 0.001 *n *[C 12 * cos(.nx +nz) *sin(ny) +Cll *sin(.nx) *cos(ny) * sin(nz)] ( 
26)
O"z = 0.001 *n *[C 12 *cos(.nx + ny) *sin(nz) + Cll *sin(nx) *sin(;ry) *cos(nz)] (27) 1:yz =1l " *C 44 *sin(71X) *sin[1l"(Y + z)] (28) 1:xz = 1l" *C 44 *sin(~) *sin[1l"(x + z)] 
Error norm and computation time of first order hexahedral elements
The error energy nonnofthe fIrst order hexahedral elements is shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 the IS2L element, with one extra node in the center, reduces the error energy nonn about 32%, while the IS3L element, with eight extra nodes, reduces the energy nonn about 46% when compared with the IS element. The error~nonn in Table 4 shows that IS2L and IS3L elements reduce the errorT norm about 60%. The computation time for the first order hexahedral elements are shown in Table 5 . From the table we can see the equation solution time for the IS2L and IS3L elements is quite similar to that of the 1S element. The total computation time of the 1S2L element is as same as the 1S element. But the total computation time of the IS3L element is much more than the IS element. From Table 5 , we can find the matrix formation time of the IS3L element increases significantly. It is because the IS3L element has much larger coefficient matrix sizes than the IS element and needs the 27-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula
Error norm and computation time of second order hexahedral elements
The error energy norm of the second order hexahedral elements is shown in Table 6 and the error Lz norm ofthe second order hexahedral elements is shown in Table 7 . The error norm of the 2S2L and 2L element is very close to the error norm of the 2S element. From Table 6 , the 2S3L element, with eight extra nodes, reduces the error energy norm about 32% when compared with the 2S element and reduces the energy nonn about 31% when compared with the 2L element. Table 7 shows that 283L element reduces the error~nonn about 40% when compared with both the 28 element and the 2L element. The proposed 283Lelements provide significantly superior accuracy compared with the traditional comparable serendipity and Lagrange elements. Table 8 shows the computation times for the second order hexahedral elements. The equation solution time for the 282L and 2S3L elements is smaller than the 28 element. The equation solution time is always smaller for the second order elements relative to the 28 element since the number of iterations is reduced. However, the matrix formation time of the 283L element is greater than the 28 element, so total computation time of the 283L element is slightly smaller than the serendipity elements. Although the 282L element does not improve the accuracy, its total computation is much less than the 28 element. Therefore the 282L element can replace the 28 element since it can save total computation time when the second order element is chosen.
Error norm and computation time of third order hexahedral elements
The error energy nonn and error~nonn of the third order hexahedral elements are shown in Tables 9 and 10. From Tables 9 and 10 , the 3S2L and 3S3L elements reduce the error energy nonn and error~nonn about 60% when compared with the 3S element. The 3S4L element reduces the error energy nonn and error~nonn about 72% when compared with the 3S element. The 3L element has the best accuracy of the third order hexahedral elements. The computation times of the third order hexahedral elements are shown in Table 11 . It is seen that the equation solution times of the proposed elements are smaller than the serendipity elements because the number of iterations for the precondition conjugate gradient method decreased significantly as the number of interior nodes increase. Use of the enriched third order hexahedral elements not only improves accuracy but also saves total computation time.
Summary
From above numerical testing, we find that the IS2L element is better ilian the IS element because the 1S2L element clearly improves the accuracy when compared with the 1S element. Although the IS3L element improved about 60% error nonn, it requires still more interior nodes and more computation time than the lS2L element. The well-know deficiency associated with linear hexahedral element is its inability to represent the bending state. The lS2L and lS3L elements also present the same deficiency in modeling the bending state.
From the error norm, the IS element, the lS2L element and the lS3L element show that they have the same convergence rate. The 2S, 2L, 2S2L and 2S3L elements likewise have similar convergence rate. Similarly, the 3S, 3S2L, 3S3L and 3S4L elements have equivalent convergence rate. The enriched terms cannot provide the complete high order polynomial so that convergence rates of the proposed element· are just as same as the ones of the comparable serendipity element, but the numerical results show that the error can be reduced proportionately when using the proposed elements.
AS the result· of second and third· order elements, we fnid that· the nUmber of iteratioDs for precondition conjugate gradient method is decreased by static condensation. Because of the decrease in the number of iterations for PCQ use of the 2S3L, 3S2L and 3S3L elements not only improves accuracy but also saves total computation time. Although the 2S2L element does not improve the accuracy, it can save the total computation time. Therefore the increase in static condensation computation time can be ignored when the equation solution time is much greater than the matrix formulation time.
A practical elastic problem A hexagonal wrench, applied a loading F =1000N, is considered in this section to verify the performance of the proposed elements. The finite element mesh and the boundary condition are shown in Figure 2 . The boundary conditions are that twelve inside comers of one end are fixed and applied a loading to another end. The total number of elements is 1215. The material properties are set as E=2x10
1I
and v=0.3. The computation time and the deflection of point A to force direction are shown in Table 12 . DOF in the table means the total degree of freedom, including both interior freedoms and edge freedoms. A reference deflection 9.1216x 10.
3 is pointed out by ANSYS, using element type is Solid95 and number of elements is 87672 (total 377635 nodes). From the numerical results, the solution procedure dominates the computation time on a complex geometry, distortion elements and large number of nodes. The proposed elements show the advantage on both the accuracy and efficient. Especially, the 2S3L and 3S3L elements can provide a more accurate solution and save a lot of computation time when comparing with the comparable serendipity elements.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a family of enriched elements for ftnite element analysis. These elements are a combination of several of the characteristics of traditional Lagrange and serendipity elements. The proposed elements have demonstrated improved accuracy and computation time relative to their Lagrange and serendipity counterparts for at least certain cases.
Numerical experiments showed that error norms in all the tested cases were reduced from 40% to over 60% and use of the enriched second and third order hexahedral elements not only improves accuracy but also saves total computation time when compared with the serendipity elements. In addition, the convergence rate of the nSmL element is as same as the traditional serendipity element.
Since the enriched elements, static condensation and precondition conjugate gradient method cooperate, the accuracy is improved and the computation time is saved in ftnite element analysis. By the use of the static condensation technique at the element level, extra computation time using these enriched elements can be ignored and the procedure can be regarded as a preconditioner. When the precondition conjugate gradient method is used to solve the system of equations, the number of iterations can be reduced. Hence the computation time can be cut even though the. dimension of the coefficient matrix is as same as the serendipity element.
The use of the lS2L and lS3L elements can improve the accuracy, but we should notice that the lS2L and lS3L elements present a deftciency in modeling the bendirig state. Although the 2S2L element does not improve the accuracy, its total computation is much less than the 2S element. Therefore the 2S2L element can be used to save the total computation time. The 2S3L element is able to predict greater accuracy and just needs a little more time than the 2S2L element, so the 2S3L element is also a good choice. Since the 3S3L element provides signiftcantly superior accuracy and less computation time compared with the 3S element, it is recommended for the third order element.
